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Well-Lit Cargo Shines the Light on Microtubules
PAGE 1433
Cytoskeletal elements, particularly microtubules, are crucial to the proper functioning of neurons because they serve as the primary structural
scaffold and as tracks for proper transport and distribution of cellular cargos. As such, it would be invaluable to directly visualize microtubules
using optical microscopy. Nonetheless, microtubules are challenging to image, as they are tightly packed in axons with intermicrotubular
distances below the diffraction limit of visible light. Mudrakola and Cui present a single molecule imaging technique that exploits axonal
vesicle transport to optically resolve individual microtubules in a live axon. In this approach, quantum dots (QD) labeled endosomes are moni-
tored as they travel along the microtubules’ tracks. Interestingly, this led to observation that endosomes can switch between microtubular
tracks within the axon.
TFIID at a Promoter: Quite a Dynamic Affair
PAGE 1442
The general transcription factor IID (TFIID) is required for initiation of RNA polymerase
II-dependent transcription at many eukaryotic promoters. TFIID comprises the TATA-
binding protein (TBP) and several conserved TBP-associated factors (TAFs). Using cryoe-
lectron microscopy in combination with single-particle reconstruction, Elmlund et al. have
visualized two conformational states of fission yeast TFIID. The authors report that binding
of TBP is coupled to a massive structural rearrangement of the TAFs. Moreover, docking of
the TBP atomic coordinates to the TFIID map and visualization of a TAF-promoter DNA
complex helps to account for TAF-dependent regulation of promoter-TBP and promoter-
TAF interactions.
Ribosome Channeling the Control
PAGE 1453
In cotranslational translocation, the ribosome docks to a protein-conducting channel into
which it feeds the nascent polypeptide. Structural data of the ribosome-channel complex
is limited to low-resolution cryoelectron microscopy maps, however, preventing visualization of the atomic-scale interactions underlying
complex formation. By combining one such map with high-resolution crystal structures using molecular dynamics simulations, Gumbart
et al. have generated an atomic-scale structure of the ribosome-channel complex. Further simulations of the resulting complex, among
the largest ever performed at 2.7 million atoms, revealed both the interactions at the interface that maintain the complex as well as the effects
of ribosome binding on the channel.
Prokaryotic M16B Peptidase: From Rags to Riches
PAGE 1465
The sequencing of bacterial genomes is rapidly outpacing our ability to validate protein
functional annotations based on sequence similarity. The paper by Aleshin et al. describes
the structure and function of one such protein, which represents a large family of proteases
found in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. The studies confirm the general correctness
of the in silico annotation, but, through a combination of solution and crystal structures,
together with targeted mutagenesis, they reveal functional distinctions and nuances between
family members that lead the authors to suggest an evolutionary pathway of functional
diversification.
von Willebrand Factor in the Grips of an Aptamer
PAGE 1476
Aptamers are RNA or DNA oligonucleotides selected in vitro to bind specific target biomole-
cules. Huang et al. describe a crystal structure of ARC1172, a 41-mer DNA aptamer, in
complex with the A1 domain of von Willebrand factor (VWF), a key hemostatic protein. The results provide a structural explanation for the
antithrombotic activity of ARC1172 and show how this aptamer adopts a complex conformation that enables high-affinity binding to a protein
that does not normally interact with nucleic acids. The intimate interactions between the aptamer and its target are mediated by a combination
of specific cation-p interactions and overlap with the surface A1 domain of VWF employs to bind platelet-receptor glycoprotein Iba (GPIba),
which explains ARC1172 antithrombic activity.
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Bacterial Flagellar Hook Flexing with Ease
PAGE 1485
The bacterial flagellar hook is a short, highly curved tubular structure connecting the rotary motor to the
filament acting as a helical propeller. The bending flexibility allows the hook to work as a universal joint.
With advances in cryoEM image analysis for high-resolution, high-throughput structural analysis,
a density map now reveals most of the secondary structures including the terminal a-helical coiled coils
forming the core, as elegantly described in report by Fujii et al. The key structural feature that seems to
provide rational explanation of the ‘‘universal joint’’ function of the hook isaxial packing interactions of the
coiled coils that are different from those of the rigid filament. This allows them to go through axial
compression and extension for bending flexibility without impairing the mechanical stability.
Time-Resolved Crystallography Captures
the Ligand Route
PAGE 1494
Proteins are dynamic molecules that rely on structural transitions to carry out their functions. The studies presented here by Knapp et al. were
performed on a cooperative dimeric hemoglobin to determine how ligands migrate between the solvent and their binding sites. Time-resolved
crystallography permitted the real time observation of ligands moving between docking sites through an extensive cavity system. Surprisingly,
these results are most consistent with a route for ligands through a swinging histidine gate, despite its involvement in the dimeric interface.
This strongly suggests that substantial conformational rearrangements are required at the interface for ligands to exit the protein.
Ryanodine Receptors: Inside and Out
PAGE 1505
Ryanodine receptors are large channels that allow passage of calcium ions from the endoplasmic reticulum into the cytoplasm, mediating the
contraction of cardiac and skeletal muscle. Point mutations can result in serious genetic diseases such as cardiac arrhythmias. The N-terminal
domain is located in a hot spot for such mutations. Lobo and Petegem now use crystal structures and stability tests of both wild type and
mutant forms of this domain to show the effect of the substitutions, and highlight potential interaction interfaces. The authors highlight
that channel opening and closing is affected by numerous factors, including the redox state of the cell. They suggest that flexible cysteines
provide a hint at how such redox sensing may occur.
Predicting Locally, Thinking Globally
PAGE 1515
Local structures predicted from protein sequences are employed extensively in every
aspect of modeling and prediction of protein structure and function. For more than
50 years, they have been predicted at a low-resolution, coarse-grained level (e.g.
three-state secondary structure). Here, Faraggi et al. combine a two-state classifier
with real-value predictor to predict local structure in continuous representation by back-
bone torsion angles. The accuracy of the angles predicted by this approach is close to
that derived from NMR chemical shifts. Their substitution for predicted secondary struc-
ture as restraints for ab initio structure prediction doubles the success rate. This result
demonstrates the potential of predicted local structure for fragment-free tertiary-struc-
ture prediction. It further implies potentially significant benefits from employing predicted
real-valued torsion angles as a replacement of or supplement to the secondary-structure
prediction tools employed almost exclusively in many computational methods ranging
from sequence alignment to function prediction. (Figure credit: Faraggi et al.)
Targeting Human RNA Helicase
by a Poxvirus Protein
PAGE 1528
Poxvirus protein K7 adopts a Bcl-2 fold and interacts with cellular targets to suppress innate immunity. The structure of K7 in complex with
a peptide fragment of one of its targets, human RNA helicase DDX3, described by Oda et al., reveals the molecular basis for K7-DDX3 spec-
ificity. Tandem phenylalanine residues from DDX3 become buried inside the globular core of K7, revealing a novel binding mode by a Bcl-2
protein. Mutagenesis of these residues abolishes the effects of DDX3 on interferon-b promoter induction, suggesting that K7 has evolved as
a conformational trap to antagonize the role of DDX3 at a key step in innate immune signaling.
Human Anti-HIV-1 Monoclonal Antibodies: Getting Crowned
PAGE 1538
Human monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) 447-52D and 537-10D, both coded by the VH3 gene and specific for the third variable region (V3) of the
HIV-1 gp120, were found to share antigen binding structural elements, including an elongated CDR H3 forming main-chain interactions with
the N terminus of the V3 crown. However, water-mediated hydrogen bonds and a unique cation-p sandwich stacking allow 447-52D to be
broadly reactive with V3 containing both the GPGR and GPGQ crown motifs, while the deeper binding pocket, and a buried Glu in the binding
site of 537-10D, limit its reactivity to only V3 containing the GPGR motif. Results of Burke et al. suggest that the design of immunogens for anti-
V3 antibodies should avoid the Arg at the V3 crown, as GPGR-containing epitopes appear to select for B cells, making antibodies of narrower
specificity than V3 that carry Gln at this position.
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